DISCOVER

HOW SOUTH AFRICA

IS CHANGING

SPECIAL TOUR PACKAGES FOR THE
DISCRIMINATING TRAVELER

We Keep the Difference

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS

900 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022
(212) 826-0995
COME TO SOUTH AFRICA
MAKE YOUR RESERVATION . . .
. . . TO SEE OUR RESERVATION

Dial 1-800-W-H4-T-E-R-A-G-E to reserve your seats at our pre-revolutionary prices for either the Teddy Kennedy Bed & Breakfast Tour or the Jerry Falwell 14-Day Krugerrand Safari.

FLY IN COMFORT

Our roomy cabin space will suit your political nuance. Check one:

☐Luxury Class: Yes, I can afford to renounce violence.
☐Economy Class: That's right, I seek a moderate solution.
☐Domestic Class: The last row is reserved for non-white maids and valets in transit.

All white passengers will be seated near the Little Black Box.

FILMS

• The Gods Must Be Crazy: quaint bushmen in their desert habitat, in double feature with Custer's Last Stand
• Tarzan Stands Alone: a primer for good whites
• Little Black Rambo
• Out of Africa, and 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea

TV and SPORTS VIDEOS

• Soweto Vice
• Too Close for Comfort
• Hill Street Whites
• A live video of the Springbok Rugby World Tour all the way to Bird Island (population 40)
• Baseball in America prior to Jackie Robinson

MUSIC CHANNELS

• Sinatra Live at Sun City
• The Beach Boys sing Afrikaans Love Songs
• Kurt Waldheim singing old German favorites, backed up by the Soldier of Fortune Choir

Headset charge is $2 for whites; $100 per speaker per ear for blacks.
CUISINE

Roast Leg of Armageddon (“Arm a gedin’ outa here!”)
Sullivan Stew (with lentils, scruples and principles)
Boiled Running Dog
Whoppers (for Americans only)
Pigs Knuckles
Black 'n White Ice Cream Sodas (Please, no protests, this is our latest step in our program of meaningful reforms)
Donald Manes Special: Tender hearts of corrupt politicians (steak knives provided; forks optional)

UPON ARRIVAL: What to Say and Do

• You will have just crossed international time zones; set your watch back 200 years.

• Be in tune with the times. Wear your complimentary lapel buttons:

  Forging Ahead
  With Gradual Change
  I Abhor Apartheid

• Declare your politics going through customs. Ask for the appropriate forms under the headings:

  □ I want to renounce violence
  □ I want to negotiate a settlement
  □ I want to see for myself

• Since no country in Africa allows us to fly over its territory, white guests should take out life insurance policies. A representative from the state-owned Ocean-View Life Insurance Agency will be there to meet you. (In case of engine failure, don’t worry, shark repellent will be provided.)

• White visitors need not declare their firearms or bullwhips.

HOW YOU'LL SPEND YOUR VACATION

The Teddy Kennedy Bed & Breakfast Tour:

★ Fly luxury class round-trip New York to Johannesburg. Ten percent of your ticket price will be used to provide free polo lessons for hundreds of ponyless Afrikaaner children, and VCR’s so they can watch Live-Aid videos in the comfort of their bunkers.
★ Take a one-day Circle Line cruise around the Robben Island Correctional Facility. For R5 (only about 25 cents), you can rent a loudhailer and shout at the inmates, inquiring if they're ready to renounce violence. This will be reported in the local newspapers and will impress your friends in the U.S.

★ Have lunch with a white South African liberal. See a colorful funeral procession; mourn along with 20,000 others. When the gassing, whipping, and shooting start, be whisked away in the liberal's chauffeur-driven Mercedes Benz to the local country club. There you will hear the liberal call all the Black waiters by their first names. Over lunch, discuss:

- Why the pass laws are outdated
- Giving the Sullivan principles a chance
- The real Marxist threat
- How to mean well
- If only Mondale had won
- Hijacking, and how it affects overseas vacations
- Help provide jobs for blacks. Fight to Move the nuclear power plant to the Transkei, one of the black homelands
- How to tell if your domestic servant is a terrorist
- How to make the 'some of my best friends are black' argument work for you

★ Play whitejack at the casinos

★ Take a special tour of the homelands. Box lunch provided or stop off at our friendly Capetown McDonalds or Kentucky Fried Chicken. You'll feel right at home. Stop by one of our many convenient CitiBank locations. Like apartheid, the Citi never sleeps.

★ Experience the thrill of actually drinking from the same water-trough as blacks. Argue this at cocktail parties on return to U.S. as evidence of reform. Suffer for an hour or two in solidarity with the black masses.

★ Take a side trip to Angola with the South African commandos. Actually witness godless communists tricking hundreds of Gulf Oil employees into selling them oil. Talk with South African soldiers, bravely defending their resources in Angola; no draft-dodging sissies here!
An exciting part of this tour is the candlelight dinner for two (just be careful lighting the wick) on the 50th floor of our own “Windows-on-the-Riot” revolving restaurant in the famous Lands-Rape Hilton. Here you can comfortably and safely wine and dine while watching an actual riot fifty floors below. Free binoculars on every table.

Drive a white person into the sea (of course, you can do that at home in Massachusetts, but the thrill is not the same).

Going to South Africa to escape liberalism? Then the Jerry Falwell Krugerrand Safari is for you!

The first three days will be spent declaring how much you abhor apartheid while whining and dining white cabinet ministers; stage meetings with ‘black leaders’ (don’t let on that they’ve been disowned by everyone else); learn about the South African government’s plans for gradual change!

Several options for touring the countryside will be available. Learn why “these people” are not yet ready for self-determination.

Go bible-punching with a Boer preacher; join in the festivities of “National Genocide Day.” Learn how to tell your parishioners back in the U.S. that only Krugerrands will be accepted in the ‘poor box.’

See how people lived centuries ago, before credit cards, before Lean Cuisine—Visit the San homeland. In South Africa, reservations are called bantustans or homelands. Can you say “bantustan?” Can you say “homeland?” Watch as these bush people go about their simple but resourceful lives recycling Coca Cola bottles left over from the filming of The Gods Must Be Crazy. See them live happily in areas where we could not survive. Please, don’t toss them food! Come see it now before they become extinct!

Visit our first ‘integrated’ swimming pools. See blacks and whites bathe together. Blacks who can’t swim are even allowed in the deep end (a new reform).
Go on Safari. This is camping out South African style, with a great White Hunter to show you how it's done. Spend days hunting wildebeest, lion and elephant. Watch out, though, for exploding hippos! At night, return to camp where servants will attend to your every wish, while the cocktail discussion revolves around how badly Pee-Wee Botha's people are handling the current 'emergency.' Savor matchless cuisine and superb South African wines; sleep on smooth linens inside insect-free tents. We South Africans know how to rough it!

Warning: At first sign of liberalism, socialism, or other similar rash, rush to your nearest propaganda center for inoculation.

WHEN YOU RETURN TO THE U.S.

You may get some criticism for having traveled to South Africa. Here are some tips on how to respond:

- The Afrikaaners are Contras who should be supported against the "red" threat;

- South Africa has solved the welfare problem: every white family, even if they are on welfare, has a black maid. Advocate a similar solution to provide jobs in the U.S. Money for jobs, not for . . . well, you know.

- The blacks won't renounce violence; that's why the government must continue beating and killing this opposition;

- Go to press conferences hosted by white South African cabinet ministers. Hear them abhor apartheid. Applaud wildly.

- Give examples of how the South African government is getting downright liberal:
  - International hotels and restaurants sometimes admit blacks.
  - The prohibition against interracial marriage has been abolished.
  - Black people have citizenship in their wonderfully austere desert homelands.
  - There are more black millionaires in South Africa than anywhere else. In fact our "black lottery" gives everyone a chance to become a millionaire (all right, so the winner gets $1 a year for one million years, nothing changes overnight).
  - Black people are treated in the same even-handed liberal way that the U.S. government treats its Native American Indian population.
JOIN THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST
SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS

If there is something about the content of this brochure that doesn't sit well with you, consider:

✓ SAA is owned by the apartheid South African government.
✓ The ambassadors of apartheid, government documents, tourists and entertainers travel on SAA.
✓ Outside the U.S., SAA transports uranium from Namibian mines to England and Western Europe. SAA flies the South African Army (SADF) to invade Angola, Mozambique and Namibia, and to murder members of the South West African People's Organization (SWAPO), who are fighting to free their country from South Africa's deathgrip.
✓ Black South Africans are fighting and dying—and winning!—every day to wrest control of South Africa from the white minority government.

There have been several successful direct actions that have disrupted the normal functioning of South African Airways in the past few months. More are planned. To get involved, write to: BROOKLYNITES AGAINST APARTHEID, PO BOX 400790, BROOKLYN NY 11240. Thank you.

☐ YES, I want to do something to support the forces for liberation in South Africa. I want to join with Brooklynites Against Apartheid and friends in the campaign to SHUT DOWN SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS!

name

address

phone number
See South Africa In Autumn
It’s a Riot of Color!

COME TO SOUTH AFRICA

★ Have riotous fun in the homelands!

★ Colorful, Wild, Changing (gradually)!

★ Special pre-revolutionary prices. Fly “Air-Apartheid,” for the discriminating traveler.